ABB IN THE UNITED STATES

Marion, North Carolina

Facility Overview

What we do in Marion
In Marion, ABB manufactures Dodge® mounted roller bearings which are essential components for rotating and moving industrial equipment. We manufacture more than 7,000 different types of Dodge® tapered and spherical mounted roller bearings with shaft sizes ranging from 1 3/16 inches to 15 inches. ABB’s Marion facility received the Industry Week Best Plant award in 2004 and the North American Maintenance Excellence award in 2007 and has received the North Carolina Department of Labor Safety Excellence award for more than 11 years.

Who we serve
Bearings manufactured in Marion are used by robust industries where uptime is critical, and downtime is costly. These industries include mining, forest and paper, aggregate and cement, air and grain handling, and water and wastewater. For almost 100 years, customers have trusted ABB’s mounted bearings to deliver high quality performance and reliability.

ABB in the U.S.
ABB is a pioneering technology leader that works closely with utility, industry, transportation and infrastructure customers to write the future of industrial digitalization, increasing productivity and boosting efficiency.
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~ 50 manufacturing locations
> $14b invested since 2010
20,000 ABB employees
9 Major R&D centers